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Vastu defects will be removed by keeping the
tortoise in the house and there will be financial

growth.

Having more money with increasing requirements is also an important aspect.
Many times due to lack of money, Vaastu Dosha can happen which becomes
at your place of residence. The scripture associated with the removal of these
defects is called Vastu Shastra.

According to Acharya V. Shastri ji, along with purification of the five elements in
Vastu Shastra, the emphasis is also on purification of energy coming from
every direction. North direction is considered very special for money related
things and measures. There is a detailed description in Vastu Shastra about the
measures related to the north or north-east i.e. northeast as Kuber's direction.

What is the importance of Feng Shui Tortoise at home?

According to Acharya V. Shastri ji, in both Feng Shui and Vastu shastra, turtles
are used as measures related to wealth gain. According to Vastu Shastra, the
tortoise is considered the guardian creature of the north. Some people bring
turtles made of metal, crystal etc. to the house but forget the rules related to
keeping it. Always keep a turtle in the north direction by filling water in a metal
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plate with its mouth facing north.

Which metal turtle should be kept in the house?

• Keep the metal turtle in the northern or north-western direction.

• Always keep the turtle made of crystal in the southwest or southeast direction.

• Keep the mud turtle in the north-east or south-west.

• If you are setting a wooden turtle, keep it in the eastern direction or in the
south-east.

• If more than one turtle is reared then always keep its face in the eastern
direction.

Vastu remedies and things to remember related to turtle:

• In Vastu Shastra, north, or north-east direction is considered best for the
establishment of turtles. Therefore, while installing in the house, keep its mouth
towards north. vaastu consultant in Gurgaon, vastu for industry, vastu shastra

consultant, how to remove vastu dosh from home,

• Installing the symbol of the turtle at home communicates economic stability
and positive energy.

• Along with economic progress, the tortoise also prevents vaastu dosh.
Therefore it increases the auspicious energy of the house.

Keeping a silver turtle in your shop or office is considered very auspicious when
starting a new business.

Among the measures for longevity, there is also a law for turtle measures. The
tortoise is a slow-moving creature that symbolizes longevity. Its calm and
gentle nature removes the flow of negative energy from the atmosphere of the
home.
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In keeping the turtle at home, it should also be kept in mind that its mouth
should not be outside, its mouth should be inward. You can also face it in the
north or east if your house is facing in one of these directions. famous astrologer

in delhi ncr, top astrologer in delhi ncr,

Never keep a turtle in the bedroom, keep it in a place that is pure like you can
keep it in the place of worship too.

Therefore, before installing a turtle or any other thing in the house, it is
necessary to know its architectural effect. Many times we inadvertently sit in a
mistake that invites serious architectural defects. Due to these Vaastu doshas,
the five elements of the house cause an imbalance in energy and many
problems can arise as a result. Therefore, proper Vastu consultation is very
important for the purification of the elements of the house.  vastuconsultant, vastu

consultant, vastu consultant in delhi ncr, vastu consultant in Gurgaon,

Know astrological measures of economic progress. Now on phone, Acharya V.
Shastri: + 91-9205722942

Having more money with increasing requirements is also an important aspect.
Many times due to lack of money, Vaastu Dosha can happen which becomes
at your place of residence. The scripture associated with the removal of these
defects is called Vastu Shastra.

According to Acharya V. Shastri ji, along with purification of the five elements in
Vastu Shastra, the emphasis is also on purification of energy coming from
every direction. North direction is considered very special for money related
things and measures. There is a detailed description in Vastu Shastra about the
measures related to the north or north-east i.e. northeast as Kuber's direction.

What is the importance of Feng Shui Tortoise at home?

According to Acharya V. Shastri ji, in both Feng Shui and Vastu shastra, turtles
are used as measures related to wealth gain. According to Vastu Shastra, the
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tortoise is considered the guardian creature of the north. Some people bring
turtles made of metal, crystal etc. to the house but forget the rules related to
keeping it. Always keep a turtle in the north direction by filling water in a metal
plate with its mouth facing north.

Which metal turtle should be kept in the house? 

• Keep the metal turtle in the northern or north-western direction.

• Always keep the turtle made of crystal in the southwest or southeast direction.

• Keep the mud turtle in the north-east or south-west.

• If you are setting a wooden turtle, keep it in the eastern direction or in the
south-east.

• If more than one turtle is reared then always keep its face in the eastern
direction.

Vastu remedies and things to remember related to turtle:

• In Vastu Shastra, north, or north-east direction is considered best for the
establishment of turtles. Therefore, while installing in the house, keep its mouth
towards north. how to clear vastu dosh, vastu directions for house,

• Installing the symbol of the turtle at home communicates economic stability
and positive energy.

• Along with economic progress, the tortoise also prevents vaastu dosh.
Therefore it increases the auspicious energy of the house.

Keeping a silver turtle in your shop or office is considered very auspicious when
starting a new business.

Among the measures for longevity, there is also a law for turtle measures. The
tortoise is a slow-moving creature that symbolizes longevity. Its calm and
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gentle nature removes the flow of negative energy from the atmosphere of the
home. acharya, acharya v shastri, v acharya,

In keeping the turtle at home, it should also be kept in mind that its mouth
should not be outside, its mouth should be inward. You can also face it in the
north or east if your house is facing in one of these directions. top astrologers in

delhi, best career astrologer in delhi, shastri,

Never keep a turtle in the bedroom, keep it in a place that is pure like you can
keep it in the place of worship too.

Therefore, before installing a turtle or any other thing in the house, it is
necessary to know its architectural effect. Many times we inadvertently sit in a
mistake that invites serious architectural defects. Due to these Vaastu doshas,
the five elements of the house cause an imbalance in energy and many
problems can arise as a result. Therefore, proper Vastu consultation is very
important for the purification of the elements of the house. best astrologer in

Dwarka delhi, astrologer in delhi ncr, top astrologer in Gurgaon, famous astrologer in

Gurgaon,

For more information related to astrology, contact Best Astrologer in Dwarka,
Gurgoan and Delhi NCR, Acharya V Shastri: + 91-9205722942
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